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Abstra t

Con urrent exe utions of a zero-knowledge proto ol by a single prover (with one or more veri ers)
may leak information and may not be zero-knowledge in toto. In this paper, we study the problem of
maintaining zero-knowledge
We introdu e the notion of an ( ; ) timing onstraint: for any two pro essors P1 and P2 , if P1
measures elapsed time on its lo al lo k and P2 measures elapsed time on its lo al lo k, and P2
starts after P1 does, then P2 will nish after P1 does. We show that if the adversary is onstrained by
an ( ; ) assumption then there exist four-round almost on urrent zero-knowledge intera tive proofs
and perfe t on urrent zero-knowledge arguments for every language in NP . We also address the more
spe i problem of Deniable Authenti ation, for whi h we propose several parti ularly eÆ ient solutions.
Deniable Authenti ation is of independent interest, even in the sequential ase; our on urrent solutions
yield sequential solutions without re ourse to timing, i.e., in the standard model.

1 Introdu tion
In a distributed omputing aggregate, a olle tion of physi ally separated pro essors ommuni ate via a heterogeneous network. To date, resear h appli ations of ryptographi te hniques to distributed systems have
overwhelmingly on entrated on the paradigm in whi h the system onsists of n mutually aware pro essors
trying to ooperatively ompute a fun tion of their respe tive inputs (see e.g. [6, 39℄). In distin tion with
this traditional paradigm, pro essors in an aggregate in general do not know of all the other members, nor
do they generally know the topology of the network. The pro essors are typi ally not all trying ooperatively
to ompute one fun tion or perform a spe i set of tasks; in general no oordination is assumed. A prime
example of an aggregate is the Internet.
Ele troni intera tions over an aggregate, su h as e onomi transa tions, transmission of medi al data,
data storage, and tele ommuting, pose se urity risks inadequately addressed in omputer s ien e resear h.
In parti ular, the issue of the se urity of on urrent exe utions is often ignored. In this paper we address
the problem of maintaining zero-knowledge under on urren y, ontinuing resear h initiated in [22℄ on zeroknowledge intera tions in an aggregate.
1.1

Zero-Knowledge and Con urren y: A Des ription of the Problem

A zero-knowledge proto ol is supposed to ensure that no information is leaked during its exe ution. Informally, a zero-knowledge proof or argument is a proto ol in whi h a prover P attempts to onvin e a
probabilisti polynomial-time veri er V of an assertion, i.e.that a string x is in a language L. Following the
framework laid out in [38, 37℄, we onsider two probability distributions in de ning zero-knowledge:
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1. The intera tion of P and V from V 's point of view.
2. The output of a probabilisti polynomial-time ma hine S not intera ting with anyone, alled the
simulator, on input x, when given ora le a ess to the veri er V .
We say a proof system or argument proto ol (P; V ) for oa language L is zero-knowledge if for every input x
in L and for all probabilisti polynomial-time veri ers V , the two distributions above are \alike." Intuitively,
the veri er gains no knowledge by intera ting with the prover ex ept that x 2 L, sin e it ould have run
the simulator instead. The spe i variants of zero-knowledge di er by the interpretation given to \alike."
The most stri t interpretation, leading to perfe t zero-knowledge, requires that the distributions be identi al.
A slightly relaxed interpretation, leading to statisti al zero-knowledge, requires that the distributions have
negligible statisti al deviation from one another. The most ommon interpretation, leading to omputational
zero-knowledge, requires that samples from the two distributions be indistinguishable by any polynomial-time
ma hine.
If the prover is polynomial-time bounded, then the intera tion is alled an argument [38℄, but if we
allow omputationally unbounded provers, it is alled a proof system. These distin tions do not a e t the
zero-knowledge ondition, but indi ate the severity of the soundness ondition of the intera tion.
For on reteness, onsider a zero-knowledge intera tive proof for graph Hamiltoni ity. For this we need
a string ommitment primitive. Roughly speaking, string ommitment has two phases. During the ommit
phase, a sender and a re eiver intera t to produ e a onversation that represents a string s. The re eiver
should gain no information about s. If the se re y of s depends on the omputational boundedness of the
re eiver, we use the notation 2 C (s). If the se re y of s is information-theoreti , then we use the notation
2 K (s). A ommitment proto ol in whi h the se re y is information-theoreti is sometimes alled a
strong-re eiver ommitment, sin e se re y is preserved even against a omputationally unbounded re eiver.
During the reveal phase, the sender reveals s together with information proving that is a ommitment
to s. When 2 C (s), there is only one possible value s that an be revealed, no matter how powerful the
prover. When 2 K (s), sin e se re y is information-theoreti , an be opened to any value s0 ; in this ase
its omputational boundedness ensures that the sender will be unable to nd two di erent ways of opening
the ommitment.
As is well known, graph Hamiltoni ity an be proved in zero-knowledge using the sequential iteration of
the following basi blo k, due to Manuel Blum [9℄. In the rst message, the prover ommits to the adja en y
matrix of a graph. The ommitment is bit-by-bit, that is, ea h bit is ommitted to individually.
Basi Blo k:
P ! V : C (adja en y matrix A of random permutation (G))
V ! P : b 2R f0; 1g
P ! V : If b = 0 then reveal  and open A
If b = 1 then reveal a Hamiltonian y le in A
In the nave parallelization of this basi blo k, the prover ommits to n adja en y matri es, re eives a
ve tor of n bits, and, a ording to the ith bit, reveals either the ith permuation and the ith adja en y matrix,
or the y le in the the ith adja en y matrix. However, the proof that the basi blo k is zero-knowledge fails
for the nave parallelization. Indeed, there is no 3-round (bla k-box) zero-knowledge proof or argument for
any language not in BPP that a hieves negligible soundness error [35℄. However, in order to parallelize the
basi blo k it suÆ es for the veri er to ommit to the ve tor of queries in advan e:
Proto ol Parallel-Hamiltoni ity:

1. V ! P : K (~q)
2. P ! V : C (Adj (1 (G)); : : : ; Adj (n (G)))
3. V ! P : open ~q
4. P ! V : reply to queries
For the simulation, we assume that the Veri er always produ es valid Step 2 responses. The proto ol and
simulation without this assumption requires greater are. The basi idea for the simulation is to gure out
the queries of the veri er (revealed in Step 3), and then \rewind" the simulation and ommit to graphs (in
Step 2) su h that we an produ e good replies to the queries. Spe i ally, if the simulator knows a query
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bit will be a 0, then it an simply pi k a random permutation of the graph as it is supposed to; whereas if
the query bit is 1, it an ommit to a omplete graph and reveal a random Hamiltonian y le when required
to do so in Step 4. The simulation is written here step-by-step:
Simulation:
1. V ! P : K (~q)
2. P ! V : C (garbage)
3. V ! P : open ~q
2'. P ! V : Commit to graphs suitable for ~q
3'=3. V ! P : open ~q
4. P ! V : reply to queries
Thus, this proto ol is zero-knowledge and yet an have arbitrarily low soundness error. Unfortunately,
when Proto ol Parallel-Hamiltoni ity is run on urrently, say, by a single prover intera ting with multiple
veri ers, the simulation fails in a manner analogous to the failure of the simulation of the nave parallelization
of the basi blo k. Sin e there are many veri ers, and sin e they are not all known to the prover (or provers)
before intera tion with the rst veri er begins, there is no algorithmi way to for e all subsequent veri ers to
ommit to their queries before the rst intera tion begins. Consider the following nested interleaving, shown
in Diagram 1 below, of n olluding veri ers V1 ; : : : ; Vn on urrently exe uting Proto ol Parallel-Hamiltoni ity
with a single prover.
V1

Step 1
Step 2

Step 3
Step 4

V2

:::

Step 1
Step 2

Step 3
Step 4

..
.

..
.

Vn

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

A troublesome interleaving.
An adversary ontrolling the veri ers an arrange that the Step 1 ommitments to queries made by
veri ers Vi+1 ; : : : ; Vn an depend on messages sent by the prover in Step 2 of its intera tion with Vi . The
diÆ ulty with the straightforward approa h is that on e the queries in the intera tion with Vi are opened
(in Step 3), it be omes ne essary to re-simulate Step 2 of the intera tion with Vi , and therefore the entire
simulation of the intera tion with veri ers Vi+1 ; : : : ; Vn must be re-simulated. The most deeply nested
transa tion, with Vn , is simulated roughly 2n times. It has re ently been shown that trans ripts of this
interleaving annot be simulated in probabilisti polynomial time unless Hamiltoni ity is in BPP [45℄. And
indeed, there exist proto ols that are ordinarily zero-knowledge and yet fail dramati ally to be zero-knowledge
in the on urrent s enario [35℄.
Diagram 1.

This problem of building proto ols that are simulatable in the on urrent setting is
indeed quite tri ky. To over ome the problem of simulation for parallelism, it was possible to make use
of an initial ommitment by the veri er. A natural analogue of this that an easily be made to work in
the on urrent s enario is to require that all veri ers engage in some kind of initial ommitment before the
interleaved proto ols begin. Su h a solution, however, is very unsatisfying as it requires a global requirement

Our Approa h.
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a ross all the parti ipants in the proto ols, very mu h against the spirit of a distributed aggregate in whi h
parties are not ne essarily even aware of ea h other's existen e. Instead, one would like to be able to impose
lo al onstraints that a e t only the pair of users involved in a single proto ol. We a hieve this goal by
formally introdu ing into our proto ols a notion whi h is always present in reality: namely, the notion of
time. We employ time in our proto ols by imposing reasonable lo al timing ontraints on the parties in our
proto ols (and in some ases, we dis uss how to do so impli itly rather than expli itly using \moderately
hard" fun tions). Using this approa h, we are able to build several interesting onstant round proto ols that
are zero-knowledge in the on urrent setting.
In this work, we onsider timing onstraints of only the following two types:
1. Delays: One party must delay the sending of some message until at least some spe i ed time has
elapsed on its lo al lo k sin e some spe i ed point earlier in the proto ol. Note that no spe ial
assumptions (other than the ability for the party to keep time) are needed to implement su h a
onstraint, although delays might be somewhat in onvenient.
2. Time-outs: One party, the Re eiver, requires that the Sender deliver its next message before some
spe i ed time has elapsed on the Re eiver's lo al lo k sin e some spe i ed point earlier in the
proto ol. With ea h su h onstraint, there is an assumption that an honest Sender will be able to
produ e and deliver its message within the alloted time. (Thus must be hosen with this in mind.)
We remark that su h time-out onstraints are already found in almost any se ure implementation of
any ryptographi proto ol.
In all our proto ols, we use only the above types of timing onstraints, whi h we believe to be quite reasonable. Furthermore, we must assume some kind of syn hronization of lo ks of good parties. Fortunately,
sin e our timing onstraints are so undemanding, the syn hronization assumption we need is quite weak:
We make the assumption that all good parties have lo ks that satisfy what we all an ( ; )- onstraint (for
some  ): for any two (possibly the same) non-faulty parties P1 and P2 , if P1 measures elapsed time
on its lo al lo k and P2 measures elapsed time on its lo al lo k, and P2 begins its measurement in real
time after P1 begins, then P2 will nish after P1 does.
Remark 1.1
1. An ( ; ) onstraint is implied by most reasonable assumptions on the behavior of lo ks
in a system (e.g. the linear drift assumption).

2. In the spe ial ase in whi h P1 = P2 , the onstraint holds trivially. In this ase, the proofs are
ne essarily zero-knowledge, and timing only a e ts ompleteness: if is too small (not allowing some
parties suÆ ient time to ompute and send messages), then ompleteness may fail to hold.
3. In the general ase, the ( ; )- onstraint may be important for orre tness of the proto ol for both parties
involved, i.e., zero-knowledge in on urrent zero-knowledge proofs and arguments (Proto ols II and II')
and unforgeability (soundness) and deniability in the Deniable Authenti ation proto ols (Proto ols 6
and 7) dis ussed below.

It is often possible to partially eliminate the expli it use of time from on urrent zero-knowledge arguments by employing moderately hard fun tions, possibly with short ut information [23℄1 . Intuitively, these
fun tions are used in order to make sure that a ertain party operating within in a time limit may not
extra t se ret information, but an o -line simulator having suÆ ient time may extra t this information; in
this sense they supplement the ( ; )- onstraint.
In some proto ols we a hieve a slightly relaxed notion of zero-knowledge, whi h we all "-knowledge,
requiring that for any polynomial time bounded adversary A and for any 0 < " = o(1), there exists a
simulator running in time polynomial in the running time of A and " 1 that outputs simulated trans ripts
with a distribution "-indistinguishable from the distribution on trans ripts obtained when the prover intera ts
with (veri ers ontrolled by) A. (By "-indistinguishable we mean that no polynomial time observer an
distinguish the two distributions with advantage better than ".) For a dis ussion of related topi s, see [40℄.
1 A short- ut behaves similarly to a trapdoor, ex ept that the gap between what an be omputed having the short- ut and
not having the short- ut is polynomial rather than the ( onje tured) super-polynomial gap between what an be done having
the trapdoor information and not having the trapdoor information.
4

To illustrate the signi an e of "-knowledge, suppose we have a simulator that runs in time S (n; 1="; A(n)),
where A(n) is the running time of an adversary A intera ting with the prover on inputs of length n. Suppose
further that there is a task whose su ess an be re ognized (e.g., solving an NP sear h problem or breaking
a parti ular ryptosystem). Suppose that there is a pro edure  that takes part in an "-knowledge proof and
then solves the given task. Let T (n) be the total running time of  (in luding the intera tion and the solving
of the task) and let P (n) be the probability that  su eeds in solving the task. Under the normal de nition
of zero-knowledge, where the simulator runs in time S 0 (n; A(n)), we have that without the intera tion one
an omplete the task in time S 0 (n; T (n)), with su ess probability P (n) (n), where (n) is negligible.
For our model, without the intera tion, one an omplete the task in time S (n; 1=2P (n); T (n)), with
su ess probability P (n) P (n)=2 = P (n)=2 (ignoring negligible terms).
Sin e we assume we an re ognize when the task is ompleted su essfully, the laim above follows by
a ontradi tion argument: if the probability were smaller, then this task would be a distinguisher between
simulated and real intera tions with better than P (n)=2 distinguishing power, a ontradi tion.
This implies in parti ular that if the original breaking task ould be a hieved in polynomial-time with
an inverse polymomial probability of su ess after intera ting in the "-knowledge proof, then it will still be
a hievable in this way without the intera tion (although possibly requiring mu h more time).
1.2

Deniable Authenti ation

The example of on urrent proofs of Hamiltoni ity, des ribed in the previous se tion, provides ample motivation for the study of on urrent zero-knowledge. However, the impetus for our work ame from the
problem of on urrent deniable authenti ation. Deniable authenti ation rst appears in [22℄, whi h presents
an extremely simple proto ol for what is there termed publi key authenti ation, a relaxation of digital signatures that permits an authenti ator AP to authenti ate messages m to a se ond party V , but in whi h
the authenti ation needn't (and, to quote [22℄, \perhaps shouldn't!") be veri able by a third party. To
emphasize this last point we introdu e the term deniable authenti ation and strengthen the de nition in [22℄
by insisting on deniability. There are many reasonable de nitions of deniability; for this informal dis ussion
one an think of zero-knowledge.
Similar to a digital signature s heme, a deniable authenti ation s heme an onvin e V that AP is willing
to authenti ate m. However, unlike in the ase of digital signatures, deniable authenti ation does not permit
V to onvin e a third party that AP has authenti ated m { there is no \paper trail" of the onversation
(say, other than what ould be produ ed by V alone, if deniability is de ned as zero-knowledge). Thus,
deniable authenti ation is in omparable with digital signatures. Deniable authenti ation di ers from the
on epts of undeniable signature introdu ed in 1989 by Chaum and Van Antwerpen [15℄ and hameleon
signature introdu ed by Kraw zyk and Rabin [47℄, in that deniable authenti ation is not intended for ultimate
adjudi ation by a third party, but rather to assure V { and only V { of the validity of the message (see [31℄
for an ex ellent dis ussion of work on undeniable signatures). In addition to addressing the priva y needs
ited in the literature on undeniable signatures, zero-knowledge publi key authenti ation also provides a
solution to a major ommer ial motivation for undeniable signatures: to provide proof of authenti ity of
software to authorized/paying ustomers only. In parti ular, proving authenti ity of the software to a pirate
does not in any way help the pirate to prove authenti ity of pirate opies of the software to other ustomers.
Another ni e appli ation of deniable authenti ation is in authenti ating \o the re ord" remarks that
are not for attribution. The prover's publi key allows a reporter to be ertain of the identity of the sour e
while providing plausible deniability to the sour e.
The notion of non-malleable se urity for a publi key authenti ation s heme, de ned in [22℄, is analogous
to that of existential unforgeability under an adaptive hosen plaintext atta k for signature s hemes [43℄,
while taking are of \person-in-the-middle" atta ks. The de nition an be des ribed informally as follows
(see [22℄ for details). Assume that an authenti ator P is willing to authenti ate any polynomial number
of messages m1 ; m2 ; : : :, whi h may be hosen adaptively by an adversary A. We say that A su essfully
atta ks the s heme if a forger C , under ontrol of A and pretending to be P , su eeds in authenti ating to
a third party D a message m 6= mi , i = 1; 2; : : :. Note that the forgery may o ur on urrently with valid
authenti ations by P .
This de nition des ribes the prote tion a orded to the veri er (re eiver) against an imposter trying to
5

impersonate the prover (authenti ator) and falsely \authenti ating" the message m. A deniable authenti ation proto ol satisfying the above de nition of non-malleable se urity learly also provides some prote tion
for the prover/authenti ator; for example, even though the proto ol may not be zero-knowledge, it prote ts
any private key used in the authenti ation to a great extent { otherwise it would be possible to impersonate
the authenti ator by learning the private authenti ation key.
The following publi key authenti ation proto ol appears in Se tion 3.5 of [22℄ (see also [24℄). P 's publi
key is E , hosen a ording to a generator of a non-malleable publi key ryptosystems. Roughly speaking,
a publi key ryptosystem is non-malleable if, for all polynomial time relations R (with ertain trivial
ex eptions), seeing an en ryption E ( ) \does not help" an atta ker to generate an en ryption E ( ) su h
that R( ; ). In parti ular, for this appli ation we require non-malleability under hosen iphertext atta k in
the post-pro essing mode, de ned formally in [22℄ and informally below. In all our proto ols we assume that
the message m to be authenti ated is a ommon input, known to both parties. Also, if any message re eived
is of the wrong format, then the proto ol is terminated. In parti ular, if the message re eived by P in Step 1
below is not an en ryption of a string with pre x m, then P terminates the proto ol. The on atenation of
x and y is denoted x Æ y.
Proto ol 1 Publi Key Authenti ation

! P : 2R E (m Æ r), r 2R f0; 1gn
!V : r
Although Proto ol 1 was proved in [22℄ (Lemma 3.6) to be se ure against existential forgery based on the
non-malleability of E , Proto ol 1 is not zero-knowledge. Zero knowledge is easily a hieved by having V
perform a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of r before P reveals r. (A zero-knowledge intera tive proof is
a proof of knowledge if there is a polynomial time simulator to extra t the information for whi h knowledge is
being proved [28℄.) Clearly, on e the intera tion is zero-knowledge it yields no \paper trail" of involvement
under sequential exe utions by the same prover/authenti ator.
The modi ed proto ol is:
1. V
2. P

Proto ol 2 Sequential ZK Deniable Authenti ation

1. V ! P : Choose r 2R f0; 1gn and send E (m Æ r)
2. P ! V : E (r)
3. V ! P : s; r, where s is the string of random
bits used for the en ryption in Step 1
4. P ! V : open E (r)

A property that we require from the en ryption s heme E is that for ea h iphertext there is at most
one plaintext that orresponds to it, i.e. at Step 3. there is only one r that will be a epted by P as valid2 .
Also if the message is not a epted by P , then it should not send Step 4.
Sequential zero-knowledge (deniability) follows from simple rewinding. Non-malleable se urity holds from
the non-malleability property of the en ryption fun tion under a strong type of hosen iphertext atta k
(seeing E (x) does not help in nding E (a suÆx of x) and given E (m Æ r) does not help in nding E (m0 Æ r0 )
for r0 related to r). We were unable to prove that Proto ol 2 remains zero-knowledge under on urrent
exe utions, and in light of the results of [45℄ this seems unlikely. However, it is the next example that lead us
to sear h for new alternatives to zero-knowledge. The proto ol may not be sound, and is presented only for
pedagogi al reasons. This proto ol requires a strong-re eiver ommitment s heme Kg1 ;g2 ;p (r) [16℄ to ommit
to a string r. Kg1 ;g2 ;p (x) is de ned as follows: g1; g2 generate the same q-sized subgroup of ZZp , where q is a
large prime dividing p 1. Given g1 ; g2, and p, ommit to x by sending g1xg2z mod p where z 2R ZZq . Note
that this is distributed uniformly in the subgroup generated by g1 for all x. De ommitment is by revealing x
and z . Note that if the ommitter knows a su h that g2  g1a mod p, then the \ ommitment" an be opened
arbitrarily, so the se urity of the ommitment relies on the hardness of nding dis rete logarithms modulo p.
2 Almost all en ryption s hemes satisfy this property, however there are s hemes designed for deniable en ryption [14℄ that
do not have it.
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Proto ol P: SeqZK Deniable Authenti ation? (may not be sound)

1. V ! P : E (m Æ r), g1 ; g2 ; p
2. P ! V : Kg1 ;g2 ;p (r)
3. V ! P : s; r, where s is the string of random
bits used for the en ryption in Step 1
4. P ! V : open ommitment to r

Proto ol P (for \Pedagogi al") is readily seen to be sequential zero-knowledge3. Intuitively, this proto ol
\should be" on urrent zero-knowledge as well, sin e Step 2 yields no information about r even informationtheoreti ally. However, again standard simulation te hniques fail for the interleavings des ribed in Diagram 1.
This example { the fa t that we ould not prove on urrent zero-knowledge even though nothing is leaked
information-theoreti ally { motivated us to seek an alternate de nition of zero-knowledge, giving rise to the
results in this paper.
1.3

Related work

The study of zero-knowledge in an aggregate was initiated in [22℄, who onsidered the soundness of on urrent
exe utions of zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge: the veri er fa es the possibility that the prover with whi h
it is intera ting is a tually using some on urrently running se ond intera tion as an \ora le" to help answer
the veri er's queries { this is the lassi hess master's problem. Thus, for example in the ase of a proof of
knowledge, the intera tion may not a tually yield a proof. The problem is the possible malleability of the
intera tive proof of knowledge, formalized and addressed in [22℄.
For a dis ussion of attempts to onstru t parallel (as opposed to on urrent) zero-knowledge proto ols, see
[3℄ and Goldrei h, Chapter 6 [32℄. Subsequent to the appearan e of the onferen e version of our work [26℄, the
problem of on urrent zero-knowledge was onsidered by several works, in luding those of Kilian, Petrank,
and Ra ko [45℄ and Ri hardson and Kilian [52℄. The rst of these extends Goldrei h and Kraw zyk's results
on the impossibility of a 3-round bla k-box zero-knowledge proof for membership in any language L 2= BP P ,
to show that there is no 4-round on urrent bla k-box zero-knowledge proof or argument for membership in
any language L 2= BP P [45℄. The other shows the existen e of (long) on urrent bla k-box zero-knowledge
proofs for any language in NP [52℄.
The use of timing onsiderations to ensure soundness and zero-knowledge is new. The only work of whi h
we are aware that uses timing in zero-knowledge proto ols is Brands and Chaum [13℄, in whi h very a urate
timing is needed in order to prevent person-in-the-middle atta ks by distant pro essors (see also Beth and
Desmedt [7℄). Note that timing has been suggested as a ryptanalyti tool { the best example is Ko her's
timing atta k [46℄ { so it follows that any implementation of a ryptographi proto ol must be time-aware
in some sense. The use of moderately hard fun tions was introdu ed by Dwork and Naor [23℄, and their
appli ation to time- apsules was onsidered by Bellare and Goldwasser [1℄. The notion of \time-lo k puzzles"
is dis ussed by Rivest, Shamir, and Wagner [50℄.
We introdu e timing in order to obtain zero-knowledge in on urrent exe utions.
We obtain four-round on urrent "-knowledge intera tive proofs and perfe t on urrent zero-knowledge
arguments for every language in NP under an ( ; ) onstraint. The proto ol remains zero-knowledge
independent of how many di erent theorems the prover (or provers) is proving in the on urrent intera tions
(Se tion 3). This onstru tion an be modi ed to give on urrent perfe t zero-knowledge arguments. In
Se tion 4 we give several examples of proto ols for deniable authenti ation. In parti ular, Proto ols 6 and
7 are on rete and eÆ ient on urrent solutions to the problem. When run without timing these yield
sequential solutions in the standard model.
3 The proto ol may not be sound be ause of a malleability issue: there ould on eivably be some way for P to write a string
in Step 2 as a fun tion of what was re eived in Step 1, so that, upon seeing the Step 3 message from V , P an su essfully
open to r.
Summary of Results:
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2 Model and De nitions
Timing. In our proto ols, pro essors (or ma hines) use lo al lo ks to measure elapsed time. In any
exe ution an adversary s heduler has ontrol over the timing of events, subje t to an ( ; )- onstraint (for
some  ): for any two (possibly the same) non-faulty pro essors P1 and P2 , if P1 measures elapsed
time on its lo al lo k and P2 measures elapsed time on its lo al lo k, and if in addition P2 begins
its measurement in real time no sooner than P1 begins, then P2 will nish no sooner than P1 does. The
parti ular onstraint may vary between proto ols and must be stated expli itly as part of the des ription of
any proto ol.

We use the now standard \bla k box" forumulation of zero-knowledge proof systems and arguments [42, 37℄, an intera tive proof system (P; V ) for a
language L is omputational (or perfe t) zero-knowledge if there exists a probabilisti , expe ted polynomial
time ora le ma hine S , alled the simulator
, su h that for every probabilisti polynomial time veri er strategy

V  , the distributions (P; V  )(x) and S V (x) are omputationally indistinguishable (or identi al) whenever
x 2 L. Here, formally, the ma hine V  is assumed to take as input a partial onversation trans ript, along
with a random tape, and output the veri er's next response. This de ntion also holds in the ase of arguments or omputationally-sound proofs, where the prover and veri er are both probabilisti polynomial time
ma hines.
To investigate preservation of zero-knowledge in a distributed setting, we onsider a probabilisti polynomial time adversary that ontrols many veri ers simultaneously. Here, the adversary A will take as input a
partial onversation trans ript of a prover intera ting with several veri ers on urrently. Hen e the trans ript
in ludes with ea h message sent or re eived by the prover, the lo al time on the prover's lo k at whi h the
event o urred. The output of A will either be a tuple (re eive; V; ; t), indi ating that P re eives message
from V at time t on P 's lo al lo k, or (send; V; t), indi ating that P must send a message to V at time t on
P 's lo al lo k. The adversary must output a lo al time for P that is greater than all the times given in the
trans ript that was input to A (the adversary annot rewind P ), and standard well-formedness onditions
must apply. If these onditions are not met, this orresponds to a non-real situation, so su h trans ripts are
simply dis arded. Note that we assume that if the adversary spe i es a response time t for the prover that
violates a timing onstraint of the proto ol with V , the prover should answer with a spe ial null response
whi h invalidates the remainder of the onversation with veri er V . The distribution of trans ripts generated
by an adversary A intera ting with a prover P on ommon input x is denoted (P $ A)(x).
An argument or proof system (P; V ) for a language L is omputational (or perfe t) on urrent zeroknowledge if there exists a probabilisti , expe ted polynomial time ora le ma hine S su h that for every
probabilisti polynomial time adversary A, the distributions (P $ A)(x) and S A (x) are omputationally
indistinguishable (or identi al) whenever x 2 L.
An argument or proof system (P; V ) for a language L is omputational on urrent "-knowledge if for
every " > 0, there exists an ora le ma hine S , su h that for every probabilisti polynomial time adversary
A, the running time of S A is polynomial in n and 1=", and any probabilisti polynomial time ma hine B
that attempts to distinguish between the distributions (P $ A)(x) and S A (x) will have advantage at most
" whenever x 2 L.
When the prover a ts honestly and follows the proto ol, it does not matter if there is a single entity that
is a ting as the prover for all veri ers, or if there are many entities that are a ting as provers for subsets of
the veri ers, sin e the a tions of the provers would be the same, and in our model, the timing of events is
ontrolled by the adversary.

Zero-Knowledge and Con urrent Zero-Knowledge

A string ommitment proto ol between sender A and re eiver B onsists of two
stages: (1) The ommit stage: A has a string to whi h she wishes to ommit to B . She and B ex hange
messages. At the end of the stage B has some information that represents , but B should gain no information
about the value of . (2)The reveal stage: at the end of this stage B knows . The literature dis usses two
types of bit or string ommitment: strong-sender and strong-re eiver. In strong-sender string ommitment
there is only one possible way of opening the ommitment. Su h a s heme is designed to be se ure against
a probabilisti polynomial time re eiver and an arbitrarily powerful sender. In strong-re eiver ommitment
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it is possible to open the ommitment in two ways, but the assumed omputational boundedness of the
sender prevents him from nding a se ond way. Su h a s heme is designed to be se ure against an arbitrarily
powerful re eiver and a probabilisti polynomial time prover. See [22℄ for a formal de nition of strong-sender
ommitment.
We require that be semanti ally se ure to B . Roughly speaking, this means that B has no \useful"
information about . Clearly, if the ommitment is information-theoreti it is semanti ally se ure. For the
ase of strong-sender se urity, we follow [22℄, and spe ify what this means using the notions of se urity with
respe t to relations (as shown in [22℄, this is equivalent to the traditional de nition of semanti se urity [41℄).
The following dis ussion is from [22℄.
Let A be an adversary that produ es a distribution M on strings of length `(n) omputable in probabilisti
polynomial time. A string 2R M is hosen and A re eives hist( ), where hist is a probabilisti polynomial
time omputable fun tion. The ommitment proto ol is exe uted where A follows the proto ol and B is
ontrolled by A. The adversary A then produ es a string . We assume that the pre x of is the des ription
of M.
A is onsidered to have su eeded with respe t to R if R( ; ). Let (A; R) be the probability that A
su eeds with respe t to R. The probability is over the oin- ips of A, and the hoi e of .
For the se ond probability, we have an adversary simulator A0 who will not have a ess to the string
ommitment proto ol, but has, however, the same omputational power as A. A0 hooses a distribution M0 .
An 2R M0 and hist(m) is given to A0 . A0 produ es . As above, A0 is onsidered to have su eeded with
respe t to R if R( ; ) holds.
In information-theoreti string ommitment, we require that the ommitter should with overwhelming
probability be able to open the ommitment in at most one way: any polynomial ability of the prover to nd
two openings of the ommitment should translate into a polynomial probability of solving some underlying
problem assumed to be intra table.
This was introdu ed in [22℄ as a natural strengthening of semanti se urity better
suited to a distributed omputing aggregate. Informally, in the ontext of en ryption the additional requirement is that given the iphertext it is impossible to generate a di erent iphertext so that the respe tive
plaintexts are related. The same on ept makes sense in the ontexts of string ommitment and zeroknowledge proofs of possession of knowledge. In this paper we use non-malleable publi -key ryptosystems
resilient to the following hosen iphertext atta k in the post-pro essing mode [49℄: The adversary has a
iphertext message 2 E (m) she wishes to atta k. She is given a ess to a de ryption me hanism, to
whi h she an make polynomially many adaptively hosen queries with one ex eption: she annot submit
the query .
Malleability spe i es what it means to \break" the ryptosystem. Informally, given a probabilisti polynomial time omputable relation R (with ertain trivial restri tions) and a iphertext of a message , the
atta ker is onsidered su essful if she reates a iphertext of su h that R( ; ) = 1. The ryptosystem
is non-malleable if for every atta ker A there is an A0 that, without a ess to the iphertext of , su eeds
with similar probability as A in reating a iphertext of su h that R( ; ) = 1. A formal de nition an be
found in [22℄.

Non-Malleability.

We now summarize the requirements of a deniable authenti ation s heme, as
dis ussed in Se tion 1.2. The prover or authenti ator P publishes a publi -key E . The veri er knows the
publi -key and following the exe ution of an authenti ation proto ol it de ides whether to a ept or reje t
the session as an authenti ation of a message m. Consider an adversary A that ontrols the ommuni ation
of several opies of a prover P who are not aware of ea h other and ontrol the veri ers with whom they
intera t.
The authenti ation proto ol should satisfy:
Completeness For any message m, if the prover and veri er follow the proto ol for authenti ating the
message m, then the veri er a epts; this an be relaxed to \a epts with high probability."
Soundness - Existential Unforgeability Consider an adversary A as above. Suppose that the opies of
P are willing to authenti ate any polynomial number of messages m1 ; m2 ; : : :, whi h may be hosen
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adaptively by the adversary A. We say that A su essfully atta ks the s heme if a forger C , under
ontrol of A and pretending to be P , su eeds in authenti ating to a third party D (running the veri er's
V proto ol) a message m 6= mi , i = 1; 2; : : :. The soundness requirement is that all probabilisti
polynomial time A will su eed with negligible probability.
Zero-Knowledge - Deniability Consider an adversary A as above and suppose that the opies of P are
willing to authenti ate any polynomial number of messages. Then for ea h A there exists a polynomialtime simulator that outputs an indistinguishable trans ript. Two possible relaxation are: (1) allow
the simulator to depend on " (" -knowledge) (2) Let the simulator have a ess to the real P when it
produ es the simulatoted trans ript, but P would be authenti ating some xed sequen e of messages
(and not the ones that were a tually authenti ated).

3 Con urrent Zero-Knowledge Proofs and Arguments
In this se tion we use timing onstraints to design on urrent zero-knowldge proto ols for proof and argument
systems. We rst present in Se tion 3.1 a four round \generi " proto ol for NP and show that it is on urrent
"-konwledge. In Se tion 3.2 we present a 5-round proto ol for NP, whi h under the hardness of the dis rete
log assumption is on urrent zero-knowledge. In Se tion 3.3 we show two nore involved proto ols that a hieve
this property but an an be based on general assumptions (existen e of one-way fun tions)
3.1

Generi

"-Knowledge

We now show that adding timing onstraints to Proto ol Parallel-Hamiltoni ity yields a proto ol for on urrent "-knowledge proofs of Hamiltoni ity. Thus, every langauge in NP has a on urrent "-knowledge proof.
There is nothing magi al about the Hamiltoni uty proto ol; any \natural" prto ol for an NP-Compelte
problem ould also be used).
We assume the parameters for the information-theoreti ally se ret ommitment s heme K are part of
the prover's publi key. Commitments in Step 2 are omputational (see, e.g., [48℄), so even an arbitrarily
powerful prover is really ommitted. We do not require the prover to prove the same theorem in all of its
on urrent intera tions.
Proto ol 3 Generi Con urrent Zero-Knowledge Proof with Timing

1.
2.
3.
4.

V
P
V
P

! P : Commitment K (q) to m2 queries
! V : C (Adj (1 (G)); : : : ; Adj (n (G)))
! P : Open queries q
! V : Reply to all queries

Timing Constraints:
1. P requires the Step 3 message be re

eived within (lo al) time from re eipt of the Step 1 message;
2. P delays Step 4 until the entire intera tion, from the re eipt of the Step 1 message to the sending of
the Step 4 message, takes at least lo al time. See Figure 1.
For the proof to be zero-knowledge we require that the adversary adhere to the ( ; )- onstraint. For
ompleteness we must assume that V an send the required messages in lo al time .
The following theorem says that Proto ol 3 is sound under on urrent exe utions and is on urrent "knowledge, i.e., that there is a simulator that produ es trans ripts "-indistinguishable from the true ones.
Note that this is a relaxation of the usual notion of zero-knowledge. As we shall see, we remove this relaxation
in Proto ols 4 and 5.
Theorem 3.1

Proof.

Proto ol 3 is a omputational on urrent "-knowledge proof system for graph Hamiltoni ity.

We must show ompleteness, soundness, and "-knowledge. Completeness follows by inspe tion.
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1.
1.
2.

β>

< α

2.
3.

3.
4.

4.

Verifier

Prover

Figure 1: The timing requirements for the generi ZK proto ol.
If A is t = q(n)-bounded, it an initiate at most q(n) on urrent exe utions
of the proto ol. We rst des ribe a pro edure, whose expe ted running time is polynomial (in t = q(n) and
1="), to simulate up to t on urrent exe utions of the proto ol. We then argue that simulated trans ripts
an be distinguished from a tual trans ripts with advantage at most ".
Consider the rst intera tion, say with V1 . V1 sends K (q1 ) and the simulator replies with C (r1 ) where r1
is random noise. The simulator tries to extra t q1 . It is willing in this pro ess to start (at A's request) up
to t 1 other on urrent intera tions. In ea h of these on urrent intera tions it sends only ommitments
to random noise. Be ause of the ( ; ) onstraint it never has to issue the Step 4 reply in these intera tions.
If, even after running up to t 1 on urrent intera tions and waiting until time has elapsed, the simulator
has not re eived q1 from V1 , then the simulator rewinds V1 to just after Step 1 and again tries to extra t
q1 . If after t4 =" trials V1 has still not revealed q1 , then V1 is de lared onditionally delinquent. Intuitively,
de laring a veri er onditionally delinquent re e ts a guess by the simulator that the probability that the
veri er will open its ommitted queries (Step 3) in a timely fashion (i.e., before has elapsed on P 's lo k
sin e the re eipt of the Step 1 message) given that none of the previously de lared onditional delinquents
opens its ommitted queries in a timely fashion, is at most O("=t3 ). In this ase the simulator is betting
that this veri er will not open its ommitments (in a timely fashion) later in the simulation (thereby ausing
additional rewinding). Note that ea h of the t4 =" trials requires O(t ) time, or, if we view as a onstant,
then the bound is O(t).
In general, after the simulator initiates the rst j 1 intera tions E1 ; E2 ; : : : ; Ej 1 , it starts Ej and tries to
extra t qj . We all Ej the urrent intera tion. At this point ea h of E1 ; : : : ; Ej 1 is lassi ed into one of two
ategories, extra ted or onditionally delinquent. Extra ted means that the queries qi have been extra ted
and a proper answer (for Step 2) prepared for Vi . This response may or may not have been sent; this
depends on the s heduling ontrolled by A; the important property is that Vi need not be rewound anymore.
Conditionally Delinquent means that the veri er has been de lared onditionally delinquent be ause it did
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not exe ute Step 3 within time after many trials. The probability that su h a veri er will open its
ommitted queries in a timely fashion should be smaller than "=4t3.
During the urrent intera tion Ej the extra tion is done as it was done for V1 , with one hange: When Vj
is de lared onditionally delinquent or when qj has been extra ted, Ej is rewound until after the ommitment
to qj (end of Step 1). The simulation is now ready for a new urrent exe ution. This will be the next exe ution
in whi h some opy of P re eives the next Step 1 message. The only di eren e (with the extra tion at E1 )
is that now the simulator may have to handle onditionally delinquent Vj that wake up.
At any step in the extra tion of qj , if a onditionally delinquent Vi opens its queries qi in a timely fashion,
then su h a trial, alled a failed trial, is not ounted among the t4 =" attempts to extra t qj . If, however,
over 3t4=" failed trials o ur, then the entire simulation is aborted. We will show that the probability of
this happening must be small. All the exe utions are rewound until the time just before Step 2 of Ej , and
a di erent value for rj is hosen and ommitted to. The rewinding puts Vi ba k to \sleep" { in the state
in whi h it has ommitted to its queries but not yet opened them. The values qi are now known to the
simulator but they are ignored.
We treat a waking onditionally delinquent Vi di erently if it awakens (within time ) while we are waiting
for a new Vj following a su essful extra tion of qj 1 . This Vi should be part of the output trans ript. If at
su h a step of the simulation (not during extra tion), a onditionally delinquent Vi opens its queries qi in a
timely fashion, then essentially we abort the exe ution (and either restart or output the empty trans ript).
If this happens, we say that the output was aborted. As we shall see this does not o ur with probability
negligibly more than "=4t3.
We now dis uss the impli ation of a waking onditionally delinquent veri er on the runnng time of the
simulator and on the loseness of the simlated distribution to the distribution on real trans ripts. For any
veri er Vi , when Vi ommits to qi there is an a priori probability, over the hoi es of A and the prover in
the remainder of the t- on urrent-exe ution, that Vi will eventually open its ommitment (Step 3). We now
de ne a veri er Vi being delinquent, as opposed to onditionally delinquent, and show that veri ers de lared
\ onditionally delinquent" are indeed delinquent.
The de nition is re ursive starting from V1 . Let pi be the probability that veri er Vi opens its ommitment
to qi in a timely fashion, onditioned on the event that no delinquent veri er Vi0 (i0 < i) wakes up within
time (from the re eipt of Vi0 's Step 1 message). If pi  "=4t3 then Vi is delinquent.
We ompute the probability that the simulation will de lare Vi onditionally delinquent if pi  4"t3 . Re all
2
that limx !1 (1 f (xx) )x  e f (x) when (f (xx)) is o(1). Assuming that A annot distinguish en ryptions of
random noise from en ryptions of valid permutations of the graph, if pi  4"t3 then the probability that none
of the t4 =" attempts to extra t qi will su eed is at most (1 4"t3 )t4 =" . Setting x = t4 =" yields f (x) = t=4,
so the ondition on f (x) is satis ed when " = o(1), and we get a probability of e t=4 . Thus, the probability
of lassifying Vi as onditionally delinquent when Vi is in fa t not delinquent, is at most e t=4 + , where 
is the probability that A an break the Step 2 ommitment s heme and distinguish ommitments of valid
permutations of the graph from ommitments to random noise.
The only omputationally dete table di eren e between the trans ripts produ ed by the simulator and the
true trans ripts arises from the ases that the simulation is aborted. We will show that this has a suÆ iently
low probability of o urring: The probability that the output is aborted is bounded by t  4"t3  "=4. The
probability that the simulation is aborted due to failed trials an be bounded as follows: Su h a failure an
happen in any of up to t extra tions E , due to any of up to t delinquent veri ers V waking up too often. This
means that V produ ed at least 3t3 =" valid Step 3 responses out of at most 4t4 =" trials. We laim, however,
that if this happens, then with all but negligible probability, the probability that V produ es a valid Step 3
response onditioned on the initial trans ript used in extra tion E is at least 1=2t. Indeed, the multipli ative
form of Cherno 's bound states that if this were not3 the ase, the probability of observing 3t3 =" valid Step
3 responses by V out of 4t4=" trials would be e (t ) . Sin e V is delinquent, however, this implies that
the probability of su h a trans ript arising is at most 2"t2 . Summing over all t2 possible extra tions and
delinquent veri er pairs, we see that su h a failure o urs with probability only negligibly more than "=2.
Thus the total probability of a simulation being aborted is at most negligibily more than 3"=4, and hen e
less than ", as required.
Sin e the number of trials in any extra tion is bounded by 4t4 =", it is lear that the entire simulation
runs in time polynomial in t and 1=".
12

Soundness. Soundness is immediate from the fa t that in ea h (P; Vi ) intera tion the prover prepares its
Step 2 ommitments with no information whatsoever about the queries. 2

In the ase of arguments, the use of timing in Proto ol 3 an be partially eliminated by employing moderately hard fun tions. For example, the veri er an use a moderately hard fun tion for ommitment
in Step 1 (e.g., a weakened Fiat-Shamir fun tion). The proto ol is zero-knowledge be ause the simulator
an ompute the query from the (moderately hard to break) ommitment in (large) polynomial time. For
soundness the veri er would require the Step 2 message to be re eived within a reasonably short time after
the Step 1 message was sent: the delay should be onsiderably less than the time required to break the ommitment without the short- ut information. Also are should be taken to prevent the prover's ommitment
from having any dependen y on the ommitments of the veri er. This an be done by making the veri er's
ommitments information-theoreti .
Note that as the theory of moderately hard fun tions is mu h less developed than the theory of \really" hard
fun tions, su h an approa h is bound to be less rigorous (although by making suÆ iently strong assumptions
it is possible to obtain rigorous statements).

Remark 3.2

3.2

Con urrent Perfe t Zero-Knowledge Arguments Based on DLP

In this se tion we modify Proto ol 3 to obtain Proto ol 4 below, for whi h there exists a simulator that yields
a distribution whi h is identi al to the one produ ed in real intera tions (no dependen y on "). The version
des ribed below assumes that the prover P is polynomial-time bounded, and is thus an argument-system
(rather than a proof system). Proto ol 4 requires ve rounds of ommuni ation, and requires the Dis rete
Log Assumption.
We were \only" able to prove "-knoweldge (and not zero-knowledge) for Proto ol 3 be ause, in the
simulation, P 's Step 2 message had to be hanged a ording to V 's response in Step 3. We design Proto ol
4 (as well as Proto ol 5) to avoid this problem. In these proto ols, the simulator only needs to hange
future messages based on the veri er's messages; for instan e in Proto ol 4, the simulator hooses P 's Step
5 response based on the veri er's Step 4 messages. Of ourse, if the simulator were able to determine the
Step 5 response based on a single Step 4 message of the veri er, then a heating prover ould do the same
to fool the veri er. Thus, we design the proto ol su h that the simulator needs to obtain two distin t Step 4
responses in order to be able to generate a Step 5 response that \fools" the veri er (and the Step 5 response
will work for any valid Step 4 message of the veri er). As a result, the simulation an build a trans ript
step-by-step, never needing to go ba k to hange some part of the trans ript onstru ted up to that point.
The simulator needs to rewind only to extra t information from the veri er, not to alter P 's ommuni ations.
In order to ensure that the extra tion (whi h involves rewinding) for some veri er V does not get stu k
be ause of some other veri er V 0 , we add timing onstraints. Under these onstraints, while the simulator
is waiting for the Step 4 message of V it will never have to produ e a Step 5 message for some veri er V 0
whose Step 4 information has not already been extra ted. The details follow.
In the sequel, the primes pP and pV are k bits long and hen e are in the interval [2k 1 ; 2k 1℄. The strongre eiver ommitment proto ol K based on dis rete logarithm used in the proto ol has been des ribed in the
Introdu tion.
Proto ol 4 Con urrent (Perfe t) ZK Argument with Timing

1. P ! V : Choose random primes pP ; qP , and gP of order qP in ZZpP . Choose random b 2 ZZqP . Set
KP = (pP ; gP ; gPb mod pP ). Send KP ; KP (rP ) for rP 2R ZZqP .
2. V ! P : Choose random primes pV ; qV , and gV of order qV in ZZpV . Choose random gV of order qV
0
in ZZpV . Choose random a; a0 2 ZZqV . Set hV = gVa mod pV , h0V = gVa mod pV . Set KV = (pV ; gV ; hV ).
Send KV , h0V , KP (rV ) where rV 2R ZZqV .

! V : KV (graphs); open rP
V ! P : Open rV ; Also, set r := rV + rP mod qV

3. P
4.

queries.
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and send (ra + a0 ) mod qV and a ve tor ~q of

5. P

! V : Che k (hV )r  (h0V ) = (gV ) mod p. Reply to queries and send b.

Timing Constraints:

1. P requires the Step 4 message be re eived within lo al time from re eipt of the Step 2 message;
2. P delays the Step 5 message until at least lo al time has elapsed sin e the re eipt of the veri er's
Step 4 message.
See Figure 2. For the proof to be zero-knowledge we require that the adversary be onstrained by the
( ; )- onstraint.
Theorem 3.3

Proof.

Proto ol 4 is sound and (perfe t) on urrent zero knowledge.

As usual, ompleteness follows by inspe tion.

Before proving on urrent zero knowledge we outline the simulation te hnique for proving ordinary zero knowledge in the standard model, without timing. The (traditional) simulation works as follows.
Step 1. The simulator exe utes Step 1 of the proto ol. There is no di eren e in the message omposed by
the simulator at this step and the message omposed by the real prover. Note that the simulator knows the
trapdoor b for the s heme KP that it has hosen.
Step 2. The veri er replies with a s heme KV , having trapdoor a (whi h may or may not be known to
the veri er), and h0V . Let p2 be the onditional probability with whi h the veri er responds to the Step 1
message in the simulation. Clearly, p2 is also exa tly the probability with whi h the veri er responds in
real exe utions. If the veri er fails to respond then the simulator outputs the simulated Step 1 message and
halts.
Step 3. The simulator ommits to a random string using KV and opens rP . Again, the simulator's message
at this step is distributed exa tly as the prover's Step 3 message. Indeed, the entire simulated trans ript
up to this point is distributed exa tly as a real 3-step trans ript is distributed. Let T denote the simulated
trans ript of the rst 3 steps.
Step 4. The veri er opens rV and sends (r  a + a0 ) mod qV with exa tly the same onditional probability
that it does in real exe utions (the onditioning is on T ). A valid Step 4 message is a synta ti ally orre t
message that passes the test in Step 5. If the veri er sends no message or sends an invalid message, then
output the trans ript (in luding the invalid Step 4 message, if any) and halt.
Extra tion: Rewind V  to just after Step 2 and interleave the following two pro edures until the rst one
halts.
1. Repeat until the veri er replies with a di erent valid Step 4 message:
Open KP (rP ) to any rP0 2R ZqP nfrP g using trapdoor b hosen in the simulation of Step 1. Note
that even though rP and rP0 are drawn from ZqP , rather than from ZqV , it is very likely that
rP a + a0 6= rP0 a + a0 mod qV .
Solve (rP0 a + a0 ) mod qV and (rP a + a0 ) mod qV for a mod qV .
2. Find a by brute for e.
Step 5: open replies to Step 4 queries at will using trapdoor a for KV .
This ompletes the des ription of the simulator. We now ompute the running time. Let  be the
probability onditioned on the trans ript through Step 2, that the veri er will send a valid Step 4 message
in an exe ution of the proto ol, that is, that the Extra tion pro edure is exe uted. Let  be the probability
that the veri er responds with a valid Step 4 message during extra tion given rP0 6 rP mod qV . Let
r0 = rP mod qV .
1. Case pP  qV ; This ase annot o ur be ause pV < 2pP and qV j(pV 1). Together withpthe fa t that
pV and qV are both prime (so qV 6= pV 1), the se ond ondition implies that qV < 2V . Together
with the rst ondition this yields qV < pP .
Ordinary Zero Knowledge.
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Figure 2: The timing requirements for the (Perfe t) ZK proto ol.
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2. Sin e pP > qV , the probability of hoosing an r  r0 mod qV is at most q2V . We onsider two sub ases:
  > q3V : In this ase  q2V > 3 and so   3 and the expe ted number of trials during extra tion
is at most 3 . Thus the overall expe ted number of trials is at most  3 = 3, leading to an expe ted
O(1) steps overall.
   q3V : In this ase the brute for e sear h su eeds in O(qV ) steps, for a total of an expe ted
O(qV ) = O(1) steps.
Con urrent Zero Knowledge The proof of on urrent zero knowledge is almost exa tly the same as the
proof for ordinary zero knowledge. We rede ne a valid Step 4 message to spe ify that the message must
also satisfy the timing onstraint. For a veri er Vi , we rede ne  to be the probability, onditioned on
the trans ript T through the Step 2 message of Vi , that the extra tion pro edure will be exe uted. This
trans ript T involves messages between the prover and other veri ers , and the probability is over all possible
extensions of T . Finally, note that the timing onstraints ensure that during the intera tion with any veri er
Vi the prover never needs to provide a Step 5 message to any Vj that sent its Step 4 message after Vi sent
it Step 2 message. Thus the extra tion will never get stu k be ause of another veri er4.
The simulation is onstru ted message by message. If in some (P; Vi ) intera tion the adversary sends a
valid Step 4 message for Vi , then the extra tion pro edure is exe uted for Vi 's trapdoor information ai . As
noted above, the timing onstraints ensure that the extra tion pro edure an be arried out. This ompletes
the proof of on urrent zero knowledge.

There is no need to argue in the on urrent setting, sin e the parameters to K are used only
on e. The proof relies on the fa t that, if P  onvin es V of a false statement with non-negligible probability,
then by exploring the answers to two di erent query ve tors (Steps 4 and 5), it is possible to obtain two
di erent openings of a \ ommitted" value.
Assume for the sake of ontradi tion that some probabilisti polynomial time bounded heating P  an
onvin e V of a false theorem with non-negligible probability . We argue that there exists a probabilisti
polynomial time bounded M that, by intera ting with P  , an break the DLA with probability (4 ), whi h
is also non-negligible.
On input p; q; g; h = ga , where g generates an order q subgroup of ZZp , M intera ts with P  as follows.
1. P  sends KP , KP (rP ) to M .
2. M sets pV = p, qV = q, gV = g. M hooses ; r 2R ZZqV . M sends KV = (p; gV ; h), h0V = gV h r , and
KP (rV ) to P  , where rV 2R ZZqV .
3. P  sends KV (graphs) and opens rP . At this point M rewinds P  to just after Step 1, sets rV =
r rP mod qV , and M re-sends its original Step 2 message, modi ed so that the ommitment KP (rV ) is to
the new value of rV .
2'. M sends KV = (p; gV ; h), h0 = gV h r , and KP (rV to P  ), where rV = r rP mod qV .
Assuming that P  responds to the Step 2' message, one of two things an happen: either P  hanges the
way it opens its Step 1 ommitment to rP or not. We examine the two ases separately.

Soundness.

P  opens rP0 6= rP . In this ase P  's message is:

3'. P sends KV (graphs0 ) and opens rP0 6= rP . In this ase M has extra ted b (from 3' and 3).
4. Using the trapdoor b, M opens rV to r rP0 mod qV . M also hooses a random query ve tor ~q 2R f0; 1gn
and gives to P  the queries ~q.
P  's he k su eeds by de nition of h0V . P  replies to the queries and sends b (whi h is already known). M
then rewinds P  to just before Step 4.
4'. On e again, using the trapdoor b, M opens rV to r rP0 mod qV . M hoose a random q~0 2R f0; 1gn and
gives to P  the queries q~0 . Note that with overwhelming probability q0 6= q.

Case

4 It is an open question whether or not it suÆ es for P to ensure that time
has elapsed sin e the re eipt of the Step 2
(rather than Step 4) message.
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5. On e again, P  's he k su eeds by de nition of h0V . P  replies to the queries and sends b. M now has
the reply to two di erent queries and hen e the opening of some ommitment under KV (made in Step 3')
to two di erent values. From this M an extra t a. This ompletes the ase P  opens rP0 6= rP in Step 3'.
P  does not hange rP . Re all that in Step 2', M ommitted using KV to rV = r rP mod qV .

3'. P sends KV (graphs0 ) and opens rP .
4. M opens rV and sends a query ve tor ~q 2R f0; 1gr .
5. P  's he k su eeds by de nition of h0V . P  replies to the queries and sends b. M rewinds P  to just

Case

before Step 4.
4'. M opens rv to r rP0 mod qV (it an do this be ause it has b). M then hooses a new q~0 2R f0; 1gn and
sends q~0 to P  .
5. P  's he k su eeds by de nition of h0V . P  replies to the queries and sends b. As in the previous ase,
M now has the reply to two di erent queries and hen e the opening of some ommitment under KV (made
in Step 3') to two di erent values. From this M an extra t a.
We now analyze the probability of su ess of the extra tion pro edure. The (P  ; M ) intera tion an be
viewed as a tree with probability  of su ess (\su ess" is when P  answers all its questions orre tly).
After P  sends its Step 1 message, with probability at least 1=2 (over P  's hoi es in the the rst message)
the resulting node v1 has probability at least =2 of su ess. Assume we are in this \good" ase. After M
sends the Step 2 message, with probability at most 1 =2 there is immediate failure (P  refuses to respond
orre tly), so with probability at least =2, M will hoose a Step 2 message to whi h P  will respond orre tly.
Thus, the probability that M hooses two Step 2 message (on e before and on e after rewinding) to whi h
P  responds orre tly is at least 2 =4, onditioned on being in a probability =2 node after Step 1.
Assume P  has answered orre tly in both Step 3 and Step 3' and that the probability of su ess at v1
is at least =2. With probability at least 1=2 the node v3 rea hed after P  sends its Step 3 message has
probability at least =4 of su ess. Arguing as above, the probability that M hooses two Step 4 message to
whi h P  responds orre tly is at least 2 =16. Thus, the overall probability of extra ting a is
1 2 1 2 = (4 )
2 4 2 16
minus a negligible probability that ~q = q~0 during the (P  ; M ) intera tion. 2
3.3

Con urrent Zero-Knowledge Under General Assumptions

In this se tion we present a proto ol that relies only on the existen e of one-way fun tions. The proto ol
requires twelve rounds of ommuni ation. As written, this proto ol requires that the prover be restri ted to
probabilisti polynomial time. We rst re all the strong-sender ommitment s heme of Naor [48℄, modi ed
slightly so that all strings are of length 5n instead of length 3n. Thus, the proto ol requires a pseudo-random
generator G that stret hes n-bit seeds into pseudo-random strings of length 5n.
 The basi ommit proto ol:
1. The re eiver hooses a random 5n-bit pad r and sends r to the sender.
2. To ommit to a bit B , the sender hooses an n-bit seed s, and sends to the re eiver the 5n-bit
long string d = d1 d2 : : : d5n , where

(s)℄i
if ri = 0
di = [[G
G(s)℄i  B if ri = 1

 The reveal proto ol: The sender sends s and B ; the re eiver omputes G(s) and veri es that d is
onsistent with these values.
A pair of strings s1 and s2 fools a 5n-bit string r if
1. For all i su h that ri = 0 : [G(s1 )℄i = [G(s2 )℄i .
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2. For all i su h that ri = 1 : [G(s1 )℄i 6= [G(s2 )℄i .
It follows immediately from the de nition that the pair (s1 ; s2 ) fools r if and only if r = G(s1 )  G(s2 ).
Thus, ea h pair of seeds an fool at most one pad r.
([48℄) The probability, over hoi e of r, that there exists a pair of seeds s1 and s2 that fools r is
at most 2 3n .

Claim 3.1

Proto ol 5 is based on several te hniques:
 Equivo al Commitment. This is a property of the strong-sender ommitment s heme of [48℄ rst
suggested in [20℄: If the simulator has ontrol over the pad in the basi ommit proto ol, then the
\ ommitment" an be opened at the reveal stage either as a zero or as a one. Using this, the
simulated prover an \ ommit" to an adja en y matrix and then an open the ommitments as needed
to arry out the simulation. The proto ol is designed so that there exists a simulator that ontrols the
pad. When we write Cr (x) we mean ommitment with pad r to value x. The pad used in ommitting
the graphs will be the ex lusive-or of r1 , hosen by V , and r2 , hosen by P . A similar te hnique was
re ently applied in [21℄.
 Extra tion of r1 . Suppose Ali e wants to ommit to r1 of length `. She hooses a random p1 of
length `, sets p2 = r1  p1 , and ommits to p1 and to p2 . Bob asks to see either p1 or p2 . In the ontext
of Proto ol 5, Ali e is the veri er and Bob is the simulator. If the simulator obtains both p1 and p2 ,
then it an extra t r1 . The simulator will use its knowledge of r1 to ontrol the out ome of the pad,
as dis ussed above.
To assure extra jtionj with very high probability this mustj be jbe repeated many times in parallel with
di erent pairs p1 ; p2 in ea h exe ution (where always p1  p2 = r1 ). Here, it is possible to save on
ommuni ation by employing good erasure- orre ting odes. Ali e should en ode the string r1 so that
it is suÆ ient to obtain, say, 1=4th of the indi es in order to re onstru t r1 (we don't are about errors,
sin e they will result in aborting the proto ol anyway). Now ea h bit is split at random into two
bits (so that the Xor of the two bits is the original) and the j th ommitment is to those bits. The
prover gets to hose whi h of the two he gets. With high probability, when the extra tion is done two
di erent exe ution will be di erent in at least 1=4th of the pla es (even for the losest pair) and using
the erasure orre tion pro edure r1 an be re onstru ted.
 The overall idea will be the same as in Proto ol 4: the prover's ommitment to the graphs will be based
on an equivo al ommitment s heme whose pad will be hosen jointly by the veri er and prover. The
simulator, by extra ting the veri er's ontribution to the pad, will be able to ompute a value for the
prover's ontribution to the pad so as to allow equivo al ommitment, whi h will allow the simulation
to pro eed. However, in order to ensure that the prover annot use the equivo al ommitment to
heat, we add another level of equivo al ommitments: We also allow the veri er to use an equivo al
ommitment s heme to ommit to its ontribution to the prover's pad. If the veri er uses a false pad,
then it an ensure that the prover's pad is almost never equivo al. We will argue that sin e the prover
annot distinguish false pads from random pads for the veri er, the prover annot heat.
In the sequel, r1 and r2 are strings of length 5nk, where k is the total number of bits ommitted to in
Step 10, and d1 , d2 , e1 , and e2 are ea h strings of length 25n2k. Ea h di and ei is on eptually broken into
a sequen e 5nk blo ks of length 5n. In Step 2, ea h of the 50n2k bit ommitments is performed using the
same pad r. However, in Step 5, the ommitment to the ith bit of p1 (respe tively, p2 ) is performed using
the ith onse utive blo k of 5n bits of d1  d2 (respe tively e1  e2 ). Similarly, in Step 10 the ommitment
to the ith bit is done using the ith onse utive blo k of 5n bits of r1  r2 .
For simpli ity we des ribe the proto ol with a single p.
Proto ol 5 Con urrent Computational ZK Argument - General Assumptions

1. V

! P : r 2R f0; 1g5n
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2. P
3. V
4. P
5. V
6. P
7. V
8. P
9. V
10. P
11. V

! V : Cr (d1 ) and Cr (e1 ) for d1 ; e1 2R f0; 1g25n2k
! P : d2 ; e2 2R f0; 1g25n2k
! V : d1 ; e1 . These are not openings, just the sending of strings.
! P : Choose r1 ; p1 2R f0; 1g5nk . Set p2 = r1  p1 . Send ommitments Cd1 d2 (p1 ) and Ce1 e2 (p2 ).
! V : i 2R 1; 2
! P : open pi
! V : r2
! P : Open the other ommitment p3 i ; r1 =def p1  p2 .
! V : Cr1 r2 (Graphs)
! P : the queries ~q
! V : answer the queries and give all the information to \open" d1 and e1 , whose values were sent

12. P
in Step 4. V should verify the onsisten y with Step 4.
Timing Constraints:
1. The Step 7 message must be re eived within time
2. The Prover waits until at least time
the Step 12 message.
Theorem 3.4

of re eipt of the Step 5 message.

has elapsed sin e re eipt of the Step 7 message before sending

Proto ol 5 is sound and on urrent zero knowledge.

We argue ordinary (sequential) zero knowledge (without timing onstraints). The extension to
on urrent zero knowledge (with timing onstraints) is straightforward using the te hnique from the proof
of Proto ol 4 ....
The intuition is that the simulator will extra t both p1 and p2 in order to ompute r1 . It will then
hoose r2 so that the Step 10 ommitment is equivo al. This will permit the simulator to \answer" arbitrary
queries.
There is one subtlety: we must ensure that a heating veri er V  annot hoose d2 and e2 in some bizarre
way as a fun tion of the ommitments to d1 and e1 , so that the ommitments with pad d1  d2 or e1  e2
are equivo al. If V  ould do this, then the simulation might fail, sin e, for example, the value for p3 i
obtained in the extra tion may di er from the one obtained in Step 9 in the simulation. This would result
in the \wrong" value of r1 being omputed in from the extra tion, and a onsequent \wrong" value of r2
being sele ted in Step 8. In this ase the simulator's ommitments in Step 10 may not be equivo al, and the
simulation would fail.
It is to avoid this problem that the a tual opening of d1 and e1 (as opposed to just the sending of the
strings) is delayed until Step 12, as we next explain. We will use V  's (presumed) ability to equivo ate to
violate the semanti se urity of the ommitment in Step 2.
In the sequel, we fo us on d1 and d2 . An identi al argument holds for e1 and e2 . The argument will
show that V  annot equivo ate on even one bit of p1 (the analogous argument for the e's shows that V 
annot equivo ate on any bit of p2 ). Re all that d1 and d2 are strings of length 25n2k, and that we use the
ith onse utive blo k of 5n bits to ommit to the ith bit of p1 . The next dis ussion applies to any blo k of
length 5n. To simplify terminology, we just let d1 , d2 , and d01 be 5n-bit long strings. The dis ussion applies
to ea h blo k of this length.
Let d1 ; d01 2R f0; 1g5n. We argue that with overwhelming probability over hoi e of d1 and d01 , there does
not exist d2 su h that both
 d1  d2 is \bad": 9s1 ; s2 2 f0; 1gn su h that G(s1 )  G(s2 ) = d1  d2 ;
Proof.
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 d01  d2 is \bad": 9s01 ; s02 2 f0; 1gn su h that G(s01 )  G(s02 ) = d01  d2 .
Suppose for the sake of ontradi tion that there exists d2 satisfying the onditions above. Then
g(s1 )  g(s2 )  g(s01 )  g(s02 ) = d01  d1
(1)
There are only 24n hoi es of the four seeds, and 25n hoi es for d =def d1  d01 , so with overwhelming
probability over hoi e of d there do not exist seeds s1 ; s2 ; s01 ; s02 satisfying Equation 1.
Let S be a sender and R a re eiver. R will use V  to break the ommitment s heme. First, R runs V 
and obtains its Step 1 message r. R sends r to S . S hooses one of the two messages and ommits to it.
Without loss of generality, we will all the one ommitted to d1 , and the other one d01 .
R will now intera t with V  , simulating P and running the simulation through Step 9. The presumed
ability of V  to heat on opening its ommitments is something that the simulator an test for (opening
something di erently during extra tion than during the main bran h of the simulation). Thus V  an be used
as a distinguisher: its ability to equivo ate when given d1 in Step 4 will di er from its ability to equivo ate
when given d01 in Step 4. This violates the semanti se urity of the ommitment s heme.
Thus, using standard te hniques the simulator an indeed extra t r1 from V  in expe ted polynomial
time, assuming that V  replies with its Step 7 message with polynomial probability. As usual, if V  does
not send the Step 7 in the main bran h of the simulation, then the simulation halts.
The only di eren e between the simulated onversations and the a tual onversations with the honest
prover P is that r1  r2 is truly random in the real onversations while it is pseudo-random in the simulation.
Soundness is straightforward if the prover annot equivo ate in Step 10. This is immediate if r1  r2 is
truly random. The problem here is analogous to the problem solved in proving zero knowledge: we must
show that a heating P  annot hoose r2 so that r1  r2 permits equivo ation.
Suppose for the sake of ontradi tion that P  an indeed prove false theorems with non-negligible probability; olloquially, P  an heat. The intuition for our proof strategy is to intera t with P  , in luding
rewinding, to extra t d1 and e1 , and then to hoose d2 and e2 so that d1  d2 and e1  e2 permit V to
equivo ate in Steps 7 and 9. On e V an equivo ate, it an for e r1 to be independent of r2 by opening
p3 i (and hen e r1 ) at random in Step 9. P  annot equivo ate in this ase and so it will \get stu k" when
trying to prove a false theorem (or a theorem to whi h it has no witness). (It is be ause we wish to be able
to equivo ate, so as to trap P  as just des ribed, that ea h bit of p1 and p2 is ommitted to independently,
sin e otherwise the equivo ation ould be dete ted.) We will show that if P  an heat in real exe utions
then it an be used to distinguish random pads d1  d2 and e1  e2 from pseudo-random pads.
We use the following well known property (see, for example, [33℄). of pseudo-random sequen es. The
ability to eÆ iently distinguish a polynomial-sized olle tion of of pseudo-random strings from a polynomialsized olle tion of of truly random strings an be used to onstru t an eÆ ient distinguisher for single pseudorandom strings from single truly random strings. Note that in normal exe utions, assuming V does not
heat, d1  d2 and e1  e2 are both sequen es of 5n-bit long truly random strings.

Consider three s enarios.
A. Real (P  ; V ) exe utions: the pads d1  d2 and e1  e2 are truly random; V opens p1 and p2 to the
values hosen in Step 5.
B. Exe utions arranged by rewinding P  , so that the pads d1  d2 and e1  e2 are pseudo-random,
with d2 ; e2 hosen to permit arbitrary equivo ating, but the values p1 and p2 that are revealed are the
ones hosen in Step 5.
C. The \trapping" exe utions, arranged by rewinding P  so that the pads d1  d2 and e1  e2 are
pseudo-random, the value opened in Step 7 is the one hosen in Step 5, but the value opened in Step 9
is hosen at random on the y.
The only di eren e between S enarios A and B is that the pads are truly random in the former and
pseudo-random in the latter. Thus, any di eren e in ability of P  to heat in these two s enarios an be
used to distinguish sequen es of truly random strings from sequen es of pseudo-random strings.
The only di eren e between S enarios B and C is that in the former the \real" value hosen in Step 5,
before P  hose r2 , is the one revealed in Step 9, while in the latter the value revealed is randomly hosen
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is xed. Note that the two s enarios are identi al before r2 is hosen, so r2 is hosen in exa tly the
same way in both s enarios (however P  wants to hoose it). Thus, r1  r2 is distributed identi ally in these
two s enarios. Sin e in S enario C it is uniform, P  annot heat in S enario C be ause with overwhelming
probability r1  r2 does not permit equivo ation; thus equivo ation by P  is impossible in S enario B and
P  annot heat in this s enario. By the indistinguishability of truly random and pseudo-random pads, P 
must not be able to heat in S enario A either. 2
Remark 3.5 The following 6-round proto ol, based on Feige and Shamir's idea of ORing the theorem
to be proved with a (presumed) false statement [29℄, is an adaptation of the 4-round proto ol of Bellare,
Jakobsson, and Yung [3℄. Although this proto ol requires fewer rounds than Proto ol 5, its ommuni ation
and omputation osts are higher.
We assume a "basi " proof for ir uit satis ability, that is a tually a proof of knowledge of a satisfying
assignment to the ir uit. Let f be one-way fun tion. We will OR the original ir uit with a ir uit y that
is satis ed when the prover knows x su h that y = f (x). If x is hosen by the veri er and not known to the
prover, then this shouldn't help the prover to heat. Note that ommitments are used only in step 4, so the
prover has plenty of time to send the pad for the ommitment.
1. V ! P : Choose pairs (x01 ; x11 ); (x02 ; x12 ); : : : (x0n ; x1n ); ompute and send (y10 ; y11 ); (y20 ; y21 ); : : : (yn0 ; yn1 )
where yib = f (xbi ).
2. P ! V : Choose n random bits b1 ; b2; : : : bn and send them.
3. V ! P : Open xbi i for 1  i  n.
V
4. P ! V : Commit to a ir uit representing the original ir uit ORed with 1in i , where i is the
ir uit satis able i there exists xi1 bi su h that yi1 bi = f (xi1 bi ).
5. V ! P : Send hallenges for the ommitment in Step 4.
6. P ! V : Respond to hallenges.
Timing Constraints: (1) P requires the Step 3 message be re eived within (lo al) time from re eipt of the
Step 1 message; (2) P delays Step 4 until the entire intera tion, from the re eipt of the Step 1 message to
the sending of the Step 4 message, takes at least lo al time.
Proof Idea: Soundness follows from the proof of knowledge { extra t either one of the unopened xi 's
or the original proof. Extra tion is possible be ause In Step 5 the veri er has omplete freedom in hoosing
the hallenges. Zero-knowledge follows from the fa t that you an extra t whp at least one xi that wasn't
opened in the main bran h.
We strongly onje ture that this proof idea an be made rigorous.
after r2

4 Proto ols for Con urrent Deniable Authenti ation
The problem of a hieving on urrent deniable authenti ation is solved by the general te hniques of the
Se tion 3. These te hniques an be adapted to give deniable authenti ation proto ols. However, a further
exploration of the problem yields several \spe ial purpose" solutions that an be implemented at a low
omputational ost. We des ribe two su h proto ols in this Se tion. The timing onstraints in one of them
is di erent than in previous proto ols, sin e both parties are involved in the enfor ement.
4.1

Timed Proof of Knowledge

In Proto ol 6 below we modify Proto ol 2 by adding timing onstraints. These are essentially the same
onstraints that were used for the generi proto ol (Proto ol 3), the goal being to ensure that in all exe utions
the total time ex eeds the maximum time of the rst 3 steps in any on urrent exe ution.
The prover P has a publi -key E , hosen from a non-malleable ryptosystem se ure against hosen
iphertext atta ks in the post-pro essing mode. P wishes to authenti ate a message m to the Veri er V .
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Proto ol 6 Con urrent Deniable Authenti ation

1. V ! P : Choose r 2R f0; 1gn and send E (m Æ r)
2. P ! V : E (r)
3. V ! P : s; r, where s is the string of random
bits used for the en ryption in Step 1
4. P ! V : open E (r)

Timing Constraints:

1. P requires the Step 3 message be re eived within lo al time from re eipt of the Step 1 message;
2. P delays Step 4 until the entire intera tion, from the re eipt of the Step 1 message to the sending of
the Step 4 message, takes at least lo al time.
This is as in Figure 1. We assume that the adversary is onstrained by the ( ; ) onstraint.
Theorem 4.1

Proto ol 6 is sound and is on urrent "-knowledge.

The proof of soundness follows from the se urity of E , that it is non-malleable against a hosen
iphertext Post-pro essing atta k, as was shown in Lemma 3.6 of [22℄.
The proof of on urrent "-knowledge is essentially identi al to the proof of of Theorem 3.1. 2
Given the elegant and eÆ ient non-malleable en ryption s heme of Cramer and Shoup [18℄, based on the
De isional DiÆe-Hellman assumption, Proto ol 6 is also eÆ ient.

Proof.

4.2

On-Line Deniable Authenti ation

The next proto ol does not a hieve zero-knowledge; indeed there will be digitally signed eviden e that a
onversation has taken pla e. However, the proto ol ensures that the signature is only on random noise and
a ommitment to (di erent) random noise. Other than the signatures on random noise, the proto ol a hieves
deniability by having the prover eventually release what is essentially a \session key" a short while after the
end of the \session." Therefore the weakened form of deniability obtained is as follows: suppose that the
prover is willing to authenti ate some sequen e of messages m1 ; m2 ; : : : m` . Then for any veri er V 0 there is a
simulator that ommuni ates with the above prover and produ es a trans ript that is indistinguishable from
the trans ript obtained by V 0 ommuni ating with an authenti ator willing to authenti ate this sequen e.
The above notion is satisfa tory in that apart from the fa t that the prover authenti ated some messages,
no other information is leaked and no re eipt is left with the veri er. This relaxation allows us to obtain an
eÆ ient proto ol for the task.
In Proto ol 7 the fun tion authk an be any keyed authenti ation fun tion or MAC, su h as DES.
The important property is that for a random k the adversary annot guess with non-negligible probability
authk (m) given authk (m0 ) even if m 6= m0 are hosen by the adversary, provided k is hosen at random
and not known to the adversary. The signature fun tion sign must be existentially unforgeable (see [43℄ for
de nitions and [17, 25℄ for eÆ ient onstru tions). The proto ol ensures that (eventually) the session key
used will be shared by P and V . Note that V annot he k the Step 3 authenti ation until it re eives r1 in
Step 4.
The prover P has a publi -key E , hosen from an existentially unforgeable signature s heme. P wishes
to authenti ate a message m to the Veri er V .
Proto ol 7 On-Line Deniable Authenti ationUsing Signatures

1.
2.
3.
4.

P
V
P
P

! V : Choose r1 2R f0; 1gn and send C (r1 )
! P : Choose r1 2R f0; 1gn and send r2
! V : authr1r2 (m)
! V : sign(C (r1 ) Æ r2 ), r1
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1.
1.
2.

2.
3.

< α

> β

3.

4.

4.

Receiver

Sender

Figure 3: Timing requirements for the On-Line Deniable Authenti ation ZK proto ol.
Timing Constraints:

1. P delays Step 4 until more than time has elapsed on P 's lo al lo k sin e r2 is re eived in Step 2.
2. V a epts the authenti ation re eived in Step 3 only if it is re eived within time on V 's lo al lo k
from when r2 is sent in Step 2.
See Figure 3. The adversary is onstrained by the ( ; ) onstraint. Here the onstraint is needed for the
se urity of both parties.
Theorem 4.2

Proto ol 7 is sound.

Proof. Let P  try to impersonate P . Suppose P  sends C (r1 ) at time s in an intera tion with a parti ular
V . Either C (r1 ) appeared as a message sent in some previous exe ution by the real P or not. If not, then
P  will with all but negligible probability never get a signature from P on a string with pre x C (r1 ). So
assume su h a message was sent by the real prover P , ne essarily at some time before s. (This allows us to
on entrate on one parti ular exe ution and ignore all the rest.) Let V respond with r2 at time s0 > s. The
only signature that V will a ept at Step 4 is on C (r1 ) Æ r2 , so P  must get from P a signature on C (r1 ) Æ r2 .
This for es P  to send r2 to P at some time s00 > s0 . But then P will not release r1 before s00 + the time for
to elapse on P 's lo al lo k. Without knowing r1 , P  annot guess authr1 r2 (m0 ) for any message m0 other
than the message m that P authenti ates with r1  r2 . Thus, the only message that P  an authenti ate to
V with r1  r2 in a timely fashion (by time s0 + the time for to elapse on V 's lo al lo k) is the message
m authenti ated by P . 2

Proto ol 7 annot be zero-knowledge be ause of the signature on C (r1 ) Æ r2 . However, we prove the
weakened form of deniability de ned above:
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For any polynomial time adversary ontrolling veri ers V1 ; V2 ; : : : Vk there exists a polynomial
time simulator S su h that if S is ommuni ating with a prover willing to authenti ate some sequen e of
messages m1 ; m2 ; : : : m` , then S an produ e a trans ript indistinguishable from an a tual trans ript.

Theorem 4.3

S will play a person-in-the-middle between the veri ers and the true prover. Following ea h Step 2
of a veri er Vi the simulator S freezes A until it re eives r1i in Step 4 as well as the signature from the real
prover. On e it has this information S an ompute authr1i r2i () for any message and and Vi will a ept the
proof. 2

Proof.

The use of timing an be partially repla ed by employing moderately hard fun tions. In the
ase of Proto ol 7 we ould use moderately hard fun tions for ommitment in Step 1 or for signing in Step 4.
For the latter we should use the short ut in the terminology of [23℄ and in this ase we an a tually make the
proto ol zero-knowledge. For soundness the veri er would require the Step 4 message to be re eived within a
reasonably short time after the Step 2 message was sent: the delay should be onsiderably less than  , the
time to generate a \signature" without the short- ut information. Thus, the real time required for to elapse
on V 's lo k in any on urrent exe ution must be less than the real time required for to elapse on P 's lo k
in any exe ution; and the time for to elapse in any on urrent exe ution on P 's lo k must be less than  .

Remark 4.4

5 Re ent Work
There have been several modi ations to the original approa h for a hieving on urrent zero-knowledge [26℄.
We give a brief summary.
The existen e of a Trusted Center onsiderably simpli es the design and proof of many on urrent zeroknowledge arguments, in luding arguments for all of NP, without re ourse to timing. Dwork and Sahai have
designed a timing-based prepro essing to simulate the trusted enter for the purposes of a hieving on urrent
zero-knowledge [27℄. On e a parti ular prover and veri er have exe uted the prepro essing proto ol, any
polynomial number of subsequent exe utions of a ri h lass of proto ols will be on urrent zero-knowledge.
Thus, all use of timing is moved into a prepro essing phase, exe uted on e for ea h (P; V ) pair, whenever in
real time they hoose to do it.
Di Cres enzo and Ostrovksy proposed another s heme for on urrent zero-knowledge with prepro essing.
Their approa h requires that all on urrent proto ols nish their prepro essing phase before they start the
a tual proof phase. No further timing assumption are needed.
Two groups of resear hers have proposed eliminating timing assumptions by strengthening the assumptions regarding the environment in whi h the parties operate. Goldrei h, Goldwasser and Mi ali [34℄ proposed
a model where the veri ers have publi keys as well, but these publi keys are simply registered. Damgard
[19℄ suggested a model with a shared random string where the simulator an ontrol the value of the string.
Note that su h a model is not suÆ ient to yield ( redible) deniable authenti ation.
A knowledgment The authors are indebted to Russell Impagliazzo for motivating dis ussions, and to Oded
Goldrei h, Mihir Bellare, and Sha Goldwasser for several valuable dis ussions.
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